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Agenda
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Time Agenda Item
1:00 p.m. Announcements & Instructions

1:10 p.m. Presentation Begins

1:40 p.m. Questions 

1:50 p.m. Presentation Concludes 
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Full Sail Partners
AT A GLANCE

 Deltek & Client Feedback Tool 
Premier Partner

 Deliver “project-focused” solutions:
• Business consulting
• Technology solutions
• System implementation
• Software training
• Application hosting
• Data migration

 1000+ clients nationwide

 Deltek Project Excellence Winner

 25 employees

Sarah Gonnella
VP of Marketing & Sales

Wendy Gustafson
General Manager, VP

Kevin O’Connor
Corporate Counsel & Advisor

Wes Renfroe
VP of IT

Scott Seal
VP of Consulting
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Webinars/Events
• Sept 25th | Deltek’s Consulting Series: The 

Profitable Project
• Sept 30th | How to Avoid and Overcome Client 

Communication Pitfalls
• Nov 3-6th | Deltek Insight

• Past Webinars: 
http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/archive/
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Full Sail Partners
RESOURCES

http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/archive/
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Whitepapers & Publications
• Whitepaper: Thinking Out Cloud
• Empowering Client Feedback to Fuel Profits 
• Full Sail Partners Selected to Accounting Today's 2015 Top VAR List 
• Mine Your Own Business – Advanced Marketing Budgeting with Deltek Vision 
• 9 Deadly Sins Owners of Consulting Firms Make 
• Take the Virtual Tour: Deltek Touch Time and Expense Application 
• Understanding How Deltek Vision Utilizes FILESTREAM and TDM 

Whitepapers: http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/whitepapers/
Blogs: http://www.fullsailpartners.com/FSPblog/
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Full Sail Partners
RESOURCES

http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/whitepapers/
http://www.fullsailpartners.com/FSPblog/
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Thinking Out Cloud 
 Is the cloud right for my firm?
 Maybe?  Maybe not?

 Why are firms considering the cloud? 
 Looking to add CRM or Resource Planning
 Less expensive than managing IT internally
 Not on the latest version
 Not utilizing new features 
 Right size firm

 What is the difference between Deltek cloud and 
Full Sail Partners hosting services? 
 Similar benefits, but cost analysis will dictate 

which makes more sense

 What size firms utilize the cloud for Vision?
 10 – 1000

Featured Firm

ROI Calculator
www.fullsailpartners.com/
services/deltek-vision-
application-hosting/

Fitzpatrick 
Engineering Group 
was looking at ways to 
manage data about 
their customers and 
project pursuits. The 
results of the cost 
analysis found 
significant savings over 
a five year period if 
Fitzpatrick Engineering 
Group switched to a 
Deltek Cloud hosted 
solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clients of all sizes utilize the Deltek Cloud! – Delteks cloud solutions are scalable to meet your needs.  Clients range in size from 5 to 5000 emp.  There is a cloud product fit for every clients needs! – Having multiple product lines available in the Deltek Cloud enables us to fit your unique business requirements with the tools and functionality that you want and need. Your data is Safe and Secure! – SSL3 data encryption, malware & antivirus, data segregation, hardened environments, password complexity and physical security make the Deltek cloud safe and secure and able to manage your firm’s confidential employee and financial data.  Enhancements to Solution Flexibility! – Add on functionality enables Deltek to handle your firms complex requirements and integrations.  3rd party integrations Custom SQL Reporting API Access Stored Procedures Preview environments Upgrade timing Enhanced Support Plan Availability! – Some larger and more complex deployments require a greater level of support.  With multiple options available, we are better able to support your needs.  
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WebEx Instructions
1. Raise Hand (be sure to click 

again to remove raised hand or 
feedback information)

2. Feedback Tool (use for yes/no 
questions or to provide the 
speaker feedback. 

3. Mute (mute yourself when you 
need to talk to someone in your 
office or put the line on hold)

4. Q&A (Type in the Q&A dialogue 
box [Not Chat] to ask a question. 
Be sure to choose All Panelist)

1 2 3

4

Sarah Gonnella (Host)

Your Name
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It All Started with an 
Observation
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It All Started with an 
Observation

The Baader-Meinhof Phenomenon occurs 
when a person, after having learned or observed 
something (usually obscure) for the first time and 

encounters that item again, perhaps several 
times, shortly after having learned it.
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Meet the Generations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our study, we researched and spoke with people from each generation to learn more about how each generation views the others and how they view themselves. But before we go too far, let us take a moment and have a brief look at the generations we studied from oldest to younger: Baby Boomers: 			1946 - 64 (51 - 69)Generation X:   			1965 - 79 (36 - 50)Millennials:        			1980 - 95 (20 - 35)Generation Z:    			1996 - 2010 (3 - 19) So what do these generations have in common and why did we choose to them? They all contribute to the largest generational gap ever to occur in the workforce. Now let’s talk about what defines each of these generation starting with the baby boomers. 
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Baby Boomers – Culture 
Changers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not long after World War II, it seemed like every home had a crying baby. More babies were born in 1946 than ever before, and after 1946, more babies were born each year until the birthrate tapered off in 1964. But a lot of other cultural phenomena were occurring during this time period that had a great effect on the future generations. Starting with Levittown’s and the boom of the suburbs. Baby boomers were the first generation to grow up in suburbs and every family owned a car. It was the birth of the commuter lifestyle. You can almost say they are the inventors of traffic.  With this prosperity came another phenomenon, which was the booming marketplace. Adults during this era were enjoying a posh post-war lifestyle and purchasing consumer products, like televisions. With a television in every home, consumer marketing had a brand medium to use to influence and fuel consumer lifestyle. But as the baby boomers grew up, they also began to form strong opinions on economic, political and social injustices. Which gave rise to the counter-culture lifestyle. Student activists took over college campuses, organized massive demonstrations against the war in Vietnam and occupied parks and other public places. Young people also participated in the wave of uprisings that shook American in the 1960s. Other baby boomers “dropped out” of political life altogether. These “hippies” grew their hair long, experimented with drugs, and practiced “free love.”In 1966, Time magazine declared that “the Generation Twenty-Five and Under” would be its “Persons of the Year.” But maybe this generation should be the generation of the 20th century based on the cultural impact they have had on younger generations. 
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Gen X – The Bridge Generation
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Millennials – The Tenacious 
Generation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Millennials, also known as the participation generation. You know, the first generation to get a trophy just for participating. But does this really define this generation? Not really. Millennials are more defined by their tenacity and drive to create change they can see. Did you know that 87% of millennials in the workforce have already taken on management roles? Even more importantly, Millennials took over the Baby Boomers in the workforce population this year, and by 2025, 3 out of 4 workers will be Millennials. And if we learned anything from the Baby Boomer generation, it’s that the larger the generation, the greater the impact they are going to have on changing culture. So what types of impacts will Millennials make?Millennials’ use of technology clearly sets them apart. One of the defining characteristics of the millennial generation is their affinity with the digital world. They have grown up with broadband, smartphones, laptops and social media being the norm and expect instant access to information. This is the first generation to enter the workplace with a better grasp of a key business tools than more senior workers.Millennials have also effected the marketplace and the economy. They are reluctant to buy items such as cars, music and luxury goods. Instead, they’re turning to a new set of services that provide access to products without the burdens of ownership, giving rise to what's being called a "sharing economy."For Millennials, wellness is a daily, active pursuit. They’re exercising more, eating smarter and smoking less than previous generations. They’re using apps to track training data, and online information to find the healthiest foods. And this is one space where they’re willing to spend money on compelling brands.In the workplace, Millennials tend to be uncomfortable with rigid corporate structures and turned off by information silos. They expect rapid progression, a varied and interesting career and constant feedback. In other words, millennials want a management style and corporate culture that is markedly different from anything that has gone before – one that meets their needs. But is this type of change bad or will Generation Z adopt many of the changes Millennials have driven?
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Gen Z- The Up and Comers
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What does all this talk about 
generations have to do with 

knowledge sharing?

Bridging the gap between 
generations starts with 

understanding how to communicate 
effectively to enable knowledge 

sharing. It also requires making sure 
information, a.k.a knowledge, is 

easily accessible. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the next few years Baby Boomers, are going to begin to retire and exit the workforce. With their departure, they are also going to take all the knowledge they have. Equally as important is the fact that as younger generations with different views on corporate culture are climbing the corporate ladder and changing the modern day business environment. 
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How Can We Share Knowledge 
in the Workplace?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In today’s business environment, remote working and collaboration are considered keys to success for organizations of all sizes. Particularly in enterprises that employ many knowledge workers. Knowledge is an extremely valuable asset for any company, and needs to be cultivated and re-used rather than just collected and stored. This is where Bridging the Gap with Social Collaboration comes in.  
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Knowledge Sharing and Social 
Collaboration in the Workplace

• 30% of total time spent 
could reduced by moving 
communication to a social 
intranet, freeing up 8% of 
employees workweek to 
focus on more important 
projects. 

• 90% (est.) of Fortune 500 
companies deploy 
enterprise social networks.

• 90% of companies using 
social technologies reports 
some business benefit from 
using them, such as cost 
savings due to increased 
productivity. 

• Engaged employees deliver 
a 5X higher shareholder 
return. 
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Kona: Social Collaboration 
for the Workplace 

• Employee Social 
Network – connect and 
communicate with 
coworkers in a private 
social network

• Team Collaboration –
create spaces for 
projects to share ideas, 
files, assign tasks and 
more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WING INTRO Kona is an Employee Social Network. Everyone within your Kona Business account becomes connected in a Private Social Network. This becomes a place for conversations across the company, a shared calendar for all employees, a place for HR to take surveys and more. It allows you to broadcast news, events, and other special announcements into interactive forums.  Have you ever needed to make a group decision? With Kona Polls, make group decisions easier and more engaging allowing you to gather feedback from the entire company or specific people on your team.      Speaking of your team, how do you collaborate with them today? Kona provides spaces for teams to communicate in the context of discussion topics, tasks, calendar events, and files. It also has file version control for documents stored directly in Kona and allows contributors to lock a file for editing and manage file version history. Kona is all about saving time, and nothing beats eliminating a meeting. Replace status meetings by assigning team members Tasks that appear on shared calendar and in tasks list. 
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Kona: Social Collaboration 
for the Workplace 

• NO IT Required – easily 
manage members, 
administrators, spaces, 
data, and more

• Personal Productivity –
empty your inbox and 
track tasks efficiently
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How Can You Use Kona in Your 
Workplace?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we know what Kona is, how can you use it? To answer this, Graham and I will show you how we used Kona to create the White Paper and this presentation: Bridging the Generational Gap with Social Collaboration.  
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Bridging the Gap 

Process Productivity Collaboration Mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the next few years Baby Boomers, are going to begin to retire and exit the workforce. With their departure, they are also going to take all the knowledge they have. Equally as important is the fact that as younger generations with different views on corporate culture are climbing the corporate ladder and changing the modern day business environment. 
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Knowledge Sharing: Bridging 
the Generational Gap for 

Improved Business Success

Download the White Paper at:

http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/
whitepapers/

http://www.fullsailpartners.com/resources/whitepapers/
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Questions?

Connect with Full Sail Partners:
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/full-sail-partners

Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/reachfullsail
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/reachfullsail

http://www.linkedin.com/company/full-sail-partners
http://twitter.com/%23!/reachfullsail
http://www.youtube.com/user/reachfullsail
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Thank you for attending

For more information contact:

info@fullsailpartners.com
Hearing what you have to say, whether criticism or praise, 

helps us provide you better information and service. 

Please fill out the survey and provide your feedback. 

www.fullsailpartners.com

Graham Gardner
Marketing and 

Communications Specialist 
888.552.5535 x121

Ryan Felkel
Marketing and 

Communications Specialist 
888.552.5535 x124

mailto:info@fullsailpartners.com
http://www.fullsailpartners.com/
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